
DESCRIPTIVE AND 
CRITICAL WRITING



Critical thinking as a process
Critical thinking is a complex process which involves a range of skills and attitudes (Cottrell, 

2013)

v identifying other people’s positions
v evaluating the evidence for alternative points of view
v weighing up opposing arguments and evidence
v being able to read between the lines; identifying false or unfair 

assumptions
v recognising techniques used to make a certain position more appealing 
v reflecting issues in a structured way, using logic and insight
v drawing conclusions about the validity of an argument
v drawing together your judgement of the evidence 
v presenting a point of view in a structured and clear, well-reasoned way



Critical thinking as a process

Ø In short, critical thinking gives you to tools to use doubt and 
scepticism constructively so you can analyse something. 

Ø It helps you make well informed decisions (Cottrell, 2011) 



Which skills underlie critical thinking? 

• Attention to detail 
• Identifying trends and patterns 
• Repetition
• Taking different perspectives
• Objectivity
• Considering implications and distant consequences

Accuracy Precision 



Why develop critical thinking skills? 

v improved attention and observation

v focused reading

v improved ability to identify key points

v avoid distraction from less important material 

v knowledge of how to get your own point across more easily 

v skills of analysis which are useful in a variety of situations



Why develop critical thinking skills? 

• Self-reflection 

v Critical thinking skills can develop your self-reflection skills

v Help you to be more realistic 

v University!! 

v We expect you to be critical in writing, thinking, analysing

vThis will help you gain higher marks on your work 



So what’s critical writing? 



Characteristics of critical, analytical writing

•Content
•Knowing your audience
•Being clear
•Analysis
•Selection
•Sequence & Order
•Signposting 



Content
Forming 
judgements 

Description

Evidence

Comparing 
Arguments

Background 
Information



Setting a scene for the reader
o the aim of critical writing is to persuade others 

o it’s important to consider how the message might be read by 
other people 

o think about how people could oppose to what you’re writing –
back it up with convincing evidence 



Setting a scene for the reader: things to consider

v What background information the audience needs and expects; 

v What they will already know;

v What kind of reasons and evidence are likely to convince that 
particular audience 



Setting a scene for the reader: background
§ general background details are usually kept to a minimum

§ In Journal articles:
§ Key details of previous research relevant to the current article 
§ Details of the methods used to gather and analyse the evidence 

§ History and background information are only usually included where they 
form part of the argument

§ Define! 

§ It is typical to define any terms used in the line of reasoning that could be 
misinterpreted

§ Don’t waste words



Characteristics of critical, analytical 
writing
• Be clear!
• Sequence and Order

• Analysis

•“More analysis needed”
•“Less description, more critique”
•“Too descriptive”



Descriptive vs critical writing



Descriptive vs critical writing
DESCRIPTIVE WRITING CRITICAL WRITING
States what happened... Identifies	the	significant	points	of	what	happened.

States what something is like... Evaluates the strengths and weaknesses attributed to something.

Explains the story... Evaluates certain information against other research and theories 
that are prevalent within the topic area.

Explains what the theory is about and the key academics that have 
developed the theory.

Discusses the relevance of a theory in relation to the topic. 
Examines how different academics have interpreted and developed 

the theory in various ways.

States the methods that are used within the research. Identifies exactly why the methods are useful for the certain type of 
research and aims/questions.

Describes the time at which research/events occurred. Why is this time significant? Clearly identify outside effects!

Lists the different interpretations of a theory. Critically compares/contrasts each theory – which one is the most 
relevant to your research/essay question?

Offers broad and sweeping conclusions. Draws well-defined and concise conclusions that reflect and 
summarise the content of the essay and argument.

Lists the various links between theories. Clearly develops the links between each theory, considering the 
effect that this understanding has upon the topic area.



When can you use descriptive writing?

• Describing processes (See DeChazal & Moore, 2013: 174) 

• Giving a brief history 

• Discussing data 

• Providing summaries of information



EVALUATING A POINT 
OF VIEW ACADEMICALLY



Valid & Sound

When evaluating a point of view or argument you need to check 
whether it is:

1) Valid
2) Sound

Some arguments might sound convincing but may have false 
premises, creating an invalid argument



Valid & Sound

A valid argument: all premises are true so the conclusion follows

A non-valid argument: even if the premises are true, the 
conclusion doesn’t necessarily follow

A sound argument: true premises

A unsound argument: false premises 



Is this argument valid and sound?

All Facebook users receive lower than average grades in 
their classes. All single students are Facebook users. All 

single students get lower than average grades. 



Is this argument valid and sound?

All Facebook users receive lower than average grades in 
their classes. All single students are Facebook users. All 

single students get lower than average grades.

This argument follows logical sense à valid 

but the premise is false à unsound 



Is this argument valid and sound?

All fish have gills. All goldfish are fish. All goldfish have 
gills. 



Is this argument valid and sound?

All fish have gills. All goldfish are fish. All goldfish have 
gills. 

This argument follows logical sense à valid 

And the premise is true à sound 



Is this argument valid and sound?

If Dr. Litfin were Catholic, he would pray in chapel. Dr.
Litfin does pray in chapel. Therefore, Dr. Litfin is Catholic.



Is this argument valid and sound?

If Dr. Litfin were Catholic, he would pray in chapel. Dr.
Litfin does pray in chapel. Therefore, Dr. Litfin is Catholic.

This argument does not follow logical sense à non-valid 



INVALIDITY AND 
UNSOUNDNESS ARE 
OFTEN DIFFICULT TO 

SPOT AT FIRST GLANCE.



One way to spot or avoid flawed 
arguments
• Logical fallacies are logical mistakes made frequently and 

systematically enough to be formalized and given an official 
name.

• These must be avoided to make a sound and coherent argument

Adapted from: http://www.wheaton.edu/Academics/Services/Writing-Center/Writing-Resources/Logic-and-Argumentation 



Logical Fallacies
• Begging the Question: the conclusion assumes or restates what is 

explicitly stated in the premise.

“We know God exists because the Bible says he does, and we know the 
Bible is true because God wrote it.”

• Appeal to Authority: citing the opinion of a person, usually a celebrity, 
who has no special expertise on the subject as a way of proving a point.

“Billy Graham likes to use Macs more than PCs, so Macs must be the better 
choice.”



Logical Fallacies
• Appeal to the Populace: mentioning popular opinion as a way of 

convincing a reader instead of actually arguing.

“Billions of people over the last two thousand years have believed in Christ. 
This shows us the power and truth of the Gospel.”

• Vagueness: using terms unclearly in a sentence or argument.

“The OSU research failed to find any significant difference between people 
who survive a heart attack and those who die from one” (Columbus 

Dispatch).



Logical Fallacies
• Equivocation: using a term in multiple ways in the same context.

“I have faith that your faith can withstand questioning.”

• Appeal to Ignorance: argues that, since a certain statement or point has 
not been shown to be false, it must be true—or vice versa.

“No one has proven God does not exist; therefore, he does.” or “no one has 
proved God does exist; therefore, he does not.”



Logical Fallacies
• Composition and Division: assuming that either the characteristics of one 

part define the whole or that a characteristic of the whole defines each 
individual part.

“A candle isn’t very bright, so a trillion candles wouldn’t be very bright.”

“Our football team is the best in Illinois, so our quarterback must also be the 
best in Illinois.”



Logical Fallacies
• False Dilemma: reducing the options to two extremes.

“Either you’ll willingly go to evening worship on Sunday or you aren’t a 
Christian.”

• Suppressed Evidence: making a conclusion without being aware of 
important background information.

“You were gone all Friday night and came back in the morning with a 
headache. You must have been out drinking.”



Logical Fallacies
• Slippery Slope: claiming that one event will inevitably lead to a disastrous 

chain of consequences.

“If you skip class today, you’ll get used to skipping, and then never go to 
class, and then flunk out of school, fail to get a job, live on the street, and 

get killed by a hobo in downtown Chicago.”

• Conjunction: assuming that, since events A and B frequently occur 
together, they are the cause of one another.

“Every time I eat chicken for lunch I do really well in English class.”



Logical Fallacies
• Straw Man: intentional or unintentional misrepresentation of an 

opponent’s argument to make it an easier target to defeat.
“All evolutionists believe that ooze popped up out of the ground 

somewhere, got zapped by something and turned into a fish, then it 
stepped on land, grew legs and became a person.”

• Red Herring: diverting attention from the real point of an argument to 
something unrelated.

“It’s true that the volcano would kill us all if it erupted, but it would also 
increase property value for the surviving island estates.”


